Skill level 2
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Duvet Cover
Make a Duvet
Duvets are made similar to large pillowcases, with a down comforter or filling tucked inside.
Unlike closed comforters and bedspreads, duvets are not permanently sewn closed, so the filling
can be removed and the cover laundered.
Getting Started
1. To make a duvet with a flap (see Diagram A), determine the yardage needed by measuring the
length of the cover, doubling the measurement, then adding 16 inches for the flap and seam
allowances. Measure for the width, which should include a 10" to 12" drop on the sides, plus
seam allowances of 5`8" for each side.
2. Cut top and bottom panels for the duvet, with the lower panel having the additional 16" for the
flap. For most duvets, standard- size fabric is not wide enough to accommodate the width of a
bed. You will need to add side panels. Do not piece the duvet down the center; add a panel to
each side instead.
3. To hem the opening on the buttoned side of the duvet, turn under 1`4" hem and press. Then
turn up 1"; press, pin, and stitch.
4. To hem the duvet flap, turn under 1`2", press; then turn under 1- 1`2", press, pin, and stitch.
5. Right sides facing, pin and stitch the duvet cover together on three sides. The flap should
extend about 14" beyond the duvet opening (see Diagram A). Turn right side out and press.
6. Create small hems on both sides of the flap by turning under 1`4", pressing, then turning 1`4"
and stitching. Fold the flap up over the top of the duvet and press. Pin the flap in place.
7. Determine and mark the button and buttonhole placements. Make the buttonholes and attach
the buttons.
Option: To finish the duvet with ties (see Diagram B), cut a 3" wide facing, long enough to go
around the top of the duvet, plus the seam allowance. Hem one side of the facing and join the
ends of the facing. Make pillow ties. Pin the ties to the right side of the duvet fabric, evenly
spacing them across the duvet and aligning the raw edges with the duvet. Pin and sew the facing
to the duvet, ties inserted between the duvet and the facing.

Skill Level: Some sewing experience
helpful
Due to seasonal nature of project, supplies are available for a limited time only. Please read all instructions prior
to beginning; read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. Provide adult
supervision if children participate in this and all craft projects. Because Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. has no control over the
use of materials and tools, nor surroundings, during construction of projects, Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. disclaims any
liability for injury, damage or other untoward results. Content of this project sheet is presented in good faith, but
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